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Continuous Improvement… 
 
Last week we introduced some new ‘market internals’ charts for US sectors and global 
markets in order to get even better views of US and global market mechanics. Since 
we’ve been adding multi-panel charts of multiple markets and market relationships over 
the last several months, the average NFTRH report had bloated to 55-65 pages, with last 
week’s additions bringing it to 72 pages. But as one subscriber wrote… 
 
“Love your stuff.. just keep it under 100 pages. You still [have] 29 before the alarm sounds.” 
 
I also received a request for additional views (India vs. other markets), which will be 
added to the Global Market Internals segment. Finally, a request from another subscriber 
rightly suggested format changes in light of the page growth (I still maintain it’s an easy 
read because of the chart/word density ratio ☺).  
 
The gentleman’s suggestions make good sense and have been incorporated into the 
report. A handy table of contents is added (page 2) and the ‘Wrap Up’ summary is now 
right out front, on page 3. I need to do the work and then process it in order to be a decent 
market participant, and I feel the need to show you my work so that you have its actual 
‘meat and potatoes’ on the plate in order to verify or critique it. But these format changes 
will make it much easier to jump to and review specific areas of interest.  
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Wrap Up (a basic summary based on conclusions from work done in this week’s report)   
 
 

" US Stock Market:  Technical trends are up nearly across the board. This we know. 
What we don’t know is the effects of long-term over bullish sentiment and 
positioning (like option traders’ excessive ‘call to put’ ratios, traders’ margin 
levels and the generally ‘all-in’ cash positions of many investment funds) or the 
Fed’s stated balance sheet shrinkage. Add in cycles and the USD and you have 
the potential for very nice charts to become not nice rather abruptly. So risk 
management is again thing 1. 

 
" Market Internals:  The market is rotating, in many cases with yield dynamics. We 

are watching Tech vs. SPX and Value vs. Growth. So far, there are some negative 
signs but little to get overly concerned about. Global markets as well are rotating 
as it looks like current darlings like Asia can be swapped out for the likes of 
Russia. 

 
" Global Stock Markets:  On that point, maybe even Canada and Australia could 

regain favor, along with Europe if the native currencies decline against the USD. 
But as with most mature trends that is projection, not reality at this time.  

 
" Commodities:  Bouncing, and that is all I am reading into it now. It is hard to 

conceive of commodities going up against a cracking stock market. Maybe the 
commodity bounce will offer clues about when stocks will be ready to roll over. 

 
" Precious Metals:  We noted the risk at HUI 220 and gold getting the North Korea 

pump. We then noted the decreased risk as HUI dropped to the anticipated 
support zone of 195-200 and gold dropped to test its breakout around the 1300 
area. Sentiment got over bearish and now a bounce of some sort is on. That’s all 
we should read into it, if the seasonal aspect, which is rocky from now through 
year-end is a decent guide.  

 
" Bonds & Indicators:  No surprises from the Fed. They appear to be planning to 

raise the Funds rate by year-end and they appear to be planning to shrink their 
balance sheet. All expected. So why did the bond market drive up yields last week 
as if it learned something new? My view is to ignore it. Not that yields won’t rise 
(chances are that the bond bull ended in the summer of 2016), but it won’t be 
because of any changes that the Fed rammed home last week. Right now, yields 
are threatening to break their intermediate downtrends, but have not yet done so. 

 
" Currencies:  USD technically bearish, but a turn upward could finally begin to 

correct the overly speculative macro markets.  
 

" Sentiment:  Short-term mixed, but generally way over bullish when taking a long-
term view. If markets are to correct in the coming weeks sentiment is certainly not 
standing in the way of a downturn.  
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US Stock Market 
 
The headliners continue in daily up trends, but the relatively weak NDX bears watching 
and the hard bouncing RUT is right up against the resistance of all-time highs. I took a 
shot and shorted Small Caps on Friday, using TZA.  
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Financials got a big bounce as we’d expected in the face of a bounce in interest rates. The 
Fed means business after all, and the market took that ball and ran with it until Friday, 
when yields eased. Technically, the sector is bullish as are many US sectors. But the 
positive interest rate correlation will likely continue and have a say in the bullish or 
bearish view for Financials.  
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We have shown Healthcare to generally (though not pervasively) be on the other side of 
the interest rate dynamic. I added the consolidating XLV back on Friday on a view that 
the interest rate spike may be about done for now. If wrong, and the real bond bear phase 
(yields rise and change trend) is beginning, I’d adjust. 
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I also added back Biotech exposure, this time in the form of the ETF. I also have an eye 
on the consolidating AMGN, REGN (testing support at its SMA 200, not shown below) 
and old friend GILD. But first I want to confirm I am right in buying the sector back. IBB 
can continue to ease to the SMA 50 around 320, which would be a better buy. Again, I 
am doing things more for portfolio balance than trying to make great S/T trades. 
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IHI is testing the SMA 50, MDT remains bearish and the others remain in firm bullish 
trends. So let’s consider the weight that IHI’s largest component, MDT is exerting on the 
ETF’s chart.  
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Well what do you know? SYK is a bearish chart that actually remained bearish for 
another week. BDX is also looking pretty bad. The last 3 are bullish with MDT 
competitor BSX sporting a Cup & Handle pattern.  
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We’ve shown Energy to be correlated with rising yields, which makes sense since Energy 
commodities often rise during inflationary phases, as do yields. I hold only one Energy 
related stock and that is the NFTRH+ highlight, SLCA, which is up 8% on the nose and 
may have some good additional upside. But first we watch resistance for XLE at its SMA 
200, which may provide an Energy sector buying opportunity if it instigates a pullback.  
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Materials are bullish across the board. Look at how MON was rolling to a bearish state in 
August and today looks quite bullish. Ah, that’s the market we’ve come to know and love 
(or hate, as the case may be). Even ECO is sneaking bullish. 
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Industrials remain flat out bullish in line with the Materials many of them use. Even GE 
has bounced to its SMA 50. I messed that trade up but it’s water under a bridge as my 
attention is elsewhere and balance is everything. I may revisit GE at any time if it can get 
above the SMA 50 and turn it to support.  
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Big Tech has been relatively weak as everybody is consolidating. In the case of GOOGL 
we have noted its relatively bearish state and now AAPL is dropping to join it. Recall the 
long ago projected buying opportunity for AAPL at 130? I still think it is doable.  
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In order to save virtual real estate we’ll skip the relatively bearish consumer ETFs and the 
Utilities ETF this week, closing with the Transports. All bullish. There, that was easy. 
Dow Theorists can now come off high alert and go join Mable in the kitchen. The Beef 
Wellington is done to perfection. Actually, the components look very good and IYT just 
needs a higher high to July. This market is rotating like crazy.  
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US Market Internals 
 
Here is the latest Dow Theory non-confirmation under threat. Here is a news flash: Dow 
Theory does not work anymore if it ever did. An over hyped indicator in my opinion. 
 

 
 
Consumer Cyclicals jumped vs. Staples but remain in the shaded zone.  
 

 
 
On the big picture the channel is intact with no bear signal, but… 
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…it is worth considering how much the secular decline in traditional retail (at the hands 
of Amazon), much of which the Staples are composed of, could be distorting the signal 
relative to 2007.  
 
Regardless, NYSE A/D continues apace and is bullish. 
 

 
 
The equal weight SPX is also still bouncing, but only back to (down) trend. 
 

 
 
S&P 500 new highs/lows continues to show the slightest of negative divergence.  
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The Nasdaq 100 is diverging more noticeably, but not yet in an alarming manner. 
 

 
 
Growth vs. Value continues to slip and if this becomes more than a routine consolidation 
it would indicate risk ‘off’ behavior swelling beneath the market’s surface.  
 

 
 
Small Caps have not gone bullish vs. the broad market. They have merely bounced back 
to a test of the SMA 200, which is starting to join its bro, the SMA 50 in curving down. 
There could be a bit more upside in the ratio, but only a break above the summer highs 
puts this indicator back in leadership mode. 
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The Semis have also been ramming upward vs. Tech and the broad market, but the Semi 
ratios never did go bearish like the Small Caps. Last week using a long-term chart we 
noted that this Semi burst could be consistent with ending action in the stock market.   
 

 
 

 
 
QQQ vs. SPY continued to sag last week and this is not a good leading indicator for the 
market. It looks like a double top. 
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Pd/Au bounced back, Cu/Au is still suspect and Ag/Au is now suspect as well. If all 3 of 
these were to go bearish it would be ‘everyone out of the pool’. 
 

 
 
Who would put the turd in the pool? Uncle Buck, whose bullish prospects I’ve promoted 
for too long now. While I am still long (and added more UUP) USD remains in a down 
trend. Should the ratios above break down however, we may finally get a USD rally. The 
gold miners have though better about joining the ‘weak dollar’ trade.  
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Here are the counter-cyclical miners having faded back below the SMA 50 vs. SPY (now 
neutral) and all the other risk ‘off’ and defensive indications having backed off to mostly 
neutral as well. The exception is the new indicator (replacing XLP/SPY) showing Value 
being favored in September, which would be defensive market signaling if an uptrend can 
be established. As of now IVX/SPY is still in a down trend. 
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Daily sectors vs. SPY shows all items either bullish or constructive except for the 
consumers. I’d be careful of the Financials here, the Energy ratio may ease back to the 
SMA 50 but this looks like a convincing breakout and by initiating XLV and IBB last 
week I am testing to see XLV/SPY can hold current support.  
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Global Market Internals 
 
Europe continues to hold support vs. US but is technically neutral at best. China 50 
continues to look constructive, but lurks below resistance. TSX/SPX bounced but is in a 
full bear trend. Russia/US continues to be very interesting. I sold the spike in Russia but 
may buy back its current consolidation. The EMs have made their point; going forward it 
looks like a good destination for global diversification relative to the US, at least, which 
is much different than being a current ‘buy’ nominally. 
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This week we add the great forward EM growth story of India to the mix. The great 
growth story will have to wait until this relative bearishness and indeed the bearishness in 
nominal India plays out. We’ve been targeting lower for a buying opp. on the BSE. India 
vs. the World is even worse than India/US.  
 

 
 

 
 
Insofar as I am long Europe, this chart continues to tell me that my favoring of Germany 
means I am favoring something in a daily down trend. But it’s actually just a 
consolidation on longer-term charts of the DAX vs. Euro STOXX 50. 
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Meanwhile, the World is robotically up trending vs. broad US stocks. That is a very 
important consideration I’d say.  
 

 
 
Russia vs. China 50 is a buy. Period. So when you consider China 50’s constructive 
status vs. the US, what does that tell you? 
 

 
 
Despite Japan’s recent burst to new highs, China 50 remains in an uptrend vs. the Nikkei 
(Yen hedged) tracker DXJ.  
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Global Stock Markets 
 
So I bought Euro-hedged Germany, but the daily chart shows that a buy of Europe 
(HEZU, HEDJ) would have worked also. The up-sloping SMA 200 ultimately held as 
support. The technical implication is for eventual new highs to the May high. 
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The monthly view shows that the STOXX 50 is not out of the woods yet. But a break 
above 3600 and then 3800 would likely mean ‘get long Europe’ in a long-term way. 
Aside from the ongoing long-term uptrend in DAX vs. STOXX, the lower  panel shows 
another reason I chose Germany; the higher high as opposed to STOXX’ lower high. 
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We have been following the bullish looking pattern in CDNX lately as it fights to get 
through resistance. If it does, we’d be looking for a touch of the red trend line. This goes 
in unison with our ‘bounce’ view in commodities and the ‘inflation trade’, and would 
also be a positive for small ‘resources’ stocks (incl. precious metals explorers and 
juniors).  
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Daily DAX is in bull mode as is the Nikkei at new cycle highs. Russia consolidates and I 
am likely to buy it back. London looks bearish and India seems to be headed that way. 
China 50 remains on a bull trend.   
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DAX weekly is a-okay as is the Nikkei. London is no good, Russia looks great and both 
India and to a lesser degree, China look like they could use a pullback of some kind. I am 
not considering India until BSE gets to 28000 or so. 
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Daily Asia (ex-Japan), EM and the World continue to grind firm up trends with just a bit 
of consolidation. Toronto got a big pop last week! Fellow ‘commodity country’ Australia 
did not and instead leans bearish. I don’t really want to joke about the TSX because it 
looks a lot like Germany/Europe did a couple weeks ago. Could these be signs that the 
local currencies are topping, giving relief to European and Canadian stock markets? 
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The weekly may actually now favor Canada and even Australia on a relative basis to 
other global markets if you think the yellow shaded area above is a valid concept. Asia: 
Overbought. EM: Overbought. Global: Less overbought and maybe the right way to play 
a balanced world view.  
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Commodities 
 
CRB is perched at the SMA 200 off of its constructive pattern. Still holding DBC. Crude 
oil is very similar. NatGas looks constructive, copper continues to pull back and the 
uranium holder made a move on the SMA 50. 
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We had an NFTRH+ update on NatGas on Monday, noting its positive seasonal average 
for September into October, it’s potential short-term bottoming pattern and the 
technicals… 
 
“it might be worthwhile just putting this on radar in the event it drops back to test the 
breakout between 3.05 and 3.10. Personally, I am not going to lose sleep if I don’t catch 
it, but I do like to have ‘radar’ items on watch.” 
 
Natty got hammered to 3.02 and on Friday and I added the leveraged UGAZ for a trade. 
 
A drop below 2.95 (and the SMA 50) probably kills this trade for me and a drop below 
the September low of 2.88 should kill it for anybody. Meanwhile, the pattern is still intact 
and I wanted to give the seasonal aspect a try. 
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The weekly view has a constructive CRB and oil, natty getting there, copper merely in a 
much needed consolidation, agri a curious non-starter and uranium down trending.  
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The uranium ETF dropped below the SMA 50 again and per an earlier note I asked no 
questions in selling both CCJ and NXE. In this market I am not going to tolerate too 
many charts that don’t make me feel happy. REE and LIT are getting the pullbacks they 
so richly deserve. As noted at the website, I sold Lithium junior LACDF and effectively 
called a short-term top in this hyped up sector (I actually called it a mania, not a top). 
https://nftrh.com/2017/09/19/the-lithium-mania-public/. The LACDF chart will be 
included in the NFTRH+ segment for a look at re-buy prospects.  
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PALL is thus far holding the support of the SMA 50 and PLAT couldn’t get out of its 
own way long enough to hold newfound support long enough for da boyz to put on a 
decent promotion. 960 +/- goes back to being resistance.  
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This stuff is all consolidating or correcting now that SQM, that special miner of the now 
near mythical substance known as Lithium, is also taking a hit. I’m not really interested 
in SQM until it hits the rising SMA 50. RIO and BHP look best here.  
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Indeed, the weekly chart shows that RIO to the green neckline might be a good buy (with 
a stop loss below 45). If SQM drops to the area of the daily SMA 50 above it would also 
bring it to the top of the former uptrend channel on the weekly below.  
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Precious Metals 
 
The daily chart of gold has done nothing abnormal to expectations in testing the SMA 50. 
 

 
 
The daily chart of silver has broken through the support zone we’d defined previously. It 
is now tentative resistance as silver grapples with the moving averages for support. 
 

 
 
HUI/Gold ratio gave a warning for the sector as it dropped below the SMA 50. 
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One a bigger picture I continue to like its prospects.  
 

 
 
HUI daily has done nothing abnormal to our expectations in dropping to support. 
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HUI weekly is testing the key EMA 55 and lateral support.  
 

 
 
HUI monthly was probably due for a blue candle this month as it had been 2 whole 
months of gold ones! <- sarcasm. This will require a lot of patience.  
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Gold vs. stock markets is losing its shine. If these pigs do not crack and send gold’s ratio 
upward it will be no use being a gold bug. Period. But for as long as I am constructive for 
a coming stock market top, I’ll be constructive for a coming bull phase in the precious 
metals. Note that if HUI loses current support (195-200) we should not sponsor the sector 
until technicals and macro funda say so. 
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Similarly, gold vs. bonds shows gold pulling back again vs. the more speculative debt 
instruments. Au/EM and Au/Junk need to turn back up for a constructive sector view.  
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GDX will either hold the moving averages or go bearish. The key to the upside is to get 
above the declining short-term moving averages (EMAs 10 & 20), which are pointing 
down (and could present a new hedging opportunity). The components are testing the 
SMA 50s as well with the useless Goldcorpse seeking out its apparent lack of value. 
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KGC does not have me feeling swell as it looks like it could be making a little bear flag 
below the SMA 50. It is at lateral support, however and is currently neutral, as is AEM. 
EGO continues to show life, IAG consolidates and NEM looks like the best of the bunch. 
Holding KGC. 
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SSRM is bouncing a bit at the moving averages. I’d like to see a continued bounce here 
to get it away from the MAs. WPM is useless, BTG is okay, SAND is up trending and so 
is NGD. Still holding SSRM, BTG and NGD. 
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KL.TO continues to out perform, AAU continues to under perform after a fair bounce, 
EXN.TO is in bullish consolidation, EDV.TO is lamely bull trending and PG.TO has 
done good bullish consolidation work down to the SMA 50. Holding KL.TO and AAU.  
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SBB.TO remains on its bull trend as it tests the SMA 50, CDE is floating around in 
neutral fashion, OR.TO is back to the SMA 50 and tentatively up trending, PVG got 
some good pumpage that put doubt in players’ minds about its need for additional 
funding. AXU’s chart is still pretty good to my eye, despite the volatility. Holding 
SBB.TO & AXU. 
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KLDX is still looking consistent w/ a bottoming situation, WDO.TO, after all these 
months of ignominy, closed above the SMA 50. MOZ.TO got a good bump on good drill 
results (thank you Fred!) and SVM and GSV are lamely sideways. Fred also likes SVM 
so I like SVM. Holding all items on this chart. 
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Bottom Line & Notes 
 
 

" The primary reason I am constructive on the gold sector is because I believe that 
the stock market is running on its last fumes before a significant (read: potentially 
scary) correction, at least. As more and more speculative promotions flame out 
that view is enhanced.  

 
" Rationale includes the 30 month S&P 500 cycle, the rally potential of the US 

dollar (I know, I know… #), the Fed’s tightening cycle (this takes eternal 
patience because for a long while stock market rallies go hand in hand with Fed 
tightening), pervasive complacency and over bullishness, etc.  

 
" But the broad US and global stock market picture is fully intact technically, and 

here there are two potential problems for gold bugs. 1) If speculation, and hence 
the stock market continue upward, the risk ‘off’ characteristic of gold would be 
marked down. 2) If speculation takes a hit (a recent example being the Bitcoin 
mania) and blows out in epic fashion this fall it is not at all certain that gold 
stocks would not get dragged down. That’s just a speculation on my part, but we 
should do our homework and cover as many bases as possible. 

 
" We have noted the seasonal aspect for gold, which points to the next buying 

opportunity not being the current pullback, but rather in October or 
December/January. Here is another view of gold’s seasonal, which usually goes 
sideways from here until year-end. The current CoT data lean the Oct-Dec. view 
more to a bearish-bias in my opinion. 

 

 
 

" After successfully hedging the recent declines I am now un-hedged; and while 
risk is reduced from HUI @ 220 it makes me a less tolerant gold bug. I plan to 
either re-hedge a continued bounce or off some positions if supports are taken out. 
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Bonds & Related Indicators 
 

So the Fed did what everyone expected last week by refraining from raising the funds 
rate, affirming its intention to reduce its balance sheet and generally sound as 
dumbfounded as you and me about inflation expectations.  
 
Yet the market made some adjustments despite the non-news. The 2 year yield held its 
uptrend channel and though it also bounced, the 10 year yield held its downtrend channel. 
 

 
 
This kept the state of the yield curve intact and that kept its implications intact. Those 
implications are that things are fine and dandy, as in ‘Goldilocks’. There is no inflation 
problem, there is no economic growth problem, there is no financial stress problem… 
 

 
 
There simply are no problems! Okay, you don’t need NFTRH or any other market 
publication for that matter. Just buy SPY and a little TLT to balance it and go on your 
way… no problem.  
 
Such a tack has indisputably served those blessedly ignorant of the markets well. Just put 
it all in stocks and root for your favorite football team, chase skirts or what have you. 
Life’s too short to obsess on this market stuff.  
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Here is a picture of the 2yr yield getting back on track, with the stock market shaded in 
the background.  
 

 
 
Why is this important? We have shown that in the big picture of a Fed tightening cycle 
that when the Fed Funds Rate nears the 2yr yield and the 2yr starts to fade while the Fed 
Funds rate holds firm… then it is time to worry about the stock market.  
 
We had noted that despite the recent fade in the 2yr yield, the big picture trend was intact. 
Well, this week we can consider it even more intact.  
 

 
 
This is a difficult bull market to kill. But note that in 2000 the bull topped out with little 
warning from the 2yr, which topped with the market. In 2007 there was a long 
divergence.  
 
In 2000 any bears that had not been hunted down were in hiding as the market topped. 
Indeed, this bull market is still hunting them down for their flesh and for their souls. This 
process will last as long as it lasts and could even screw up my Q4 2017 bear plan.  
 
But you notice how I am much more bullishly aligned than bearish. The key is to play the 
game that is on the table but always be refining the outlook.  
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Currencies 
 
The daily USD index is still down trending, but has made a break vs. the Yen, the other 
risk ‘off’ currency. That is fine for a risk ‘on’ world. A break upward vs. Euro and the 
commodity currencies could be a different story, however. But for now that is elusive. 
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The weekly shows USD with a lot of work to do as it is below resistance on its index and 
vs. all major currencies but the Yen. 
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Finally, let’s not forget about the 2 Horsemen, the US dollar and the Gold/Silver ratio 
(GSR), which have historically ridden together in order to drain market liquidity and 
restore order to over played speculative markets.  
 
A rising GSR is often not friendly to the gold sector, which likes to see silver lead, but it 
often goes hand in hand with a firm US dollar AKA the world’s reserve currency. Of 
course, this appears to be another correlation (USD & GSR) that was rendered 
temporarily dysfunctional periodically due to so many unconventional market inputs 
(Op/Twist and the 2016 election, to name two). You will notice that the GSR held 
support around 72 and has bounced over the last 3 weeks. Will that lead the USD and 
possibly some market liquidity issues in Q4? Let’s stay very open to it. 
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Market Sentiment (graphics courtesy of Sentimentrader.com) 
 
It continues to be a short-term mixed view of the sentiment backdrop. Dully over bullish I 
guess you can call it. Certainly not a time to be aggressively buying, which is among the 
reasons I am making sure to take enough profits and limit any losses that crop up. 
 

 
 
 
Risk is up there  in stocks and oil, good in gold and vanilla in the rest.  
 

 
 
 
This is an excerpt from Sentimentrader (ST) in response to a bearish piece put out by 
MarketWatch highlighting Robert Shiller’s contention that elements are in place for a 
major bear market.  
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ST’s analysis, like ours, has not seen any real concerns with respect to sectors (I see a lot 
of rotation, however). For example, NDX vs. SPX (which is on the verge). But they give 
a nod to Shiller, who despite being something of a media star, is worth considering. The 
“Top Spotter” model has not been bad historically, and really nailed the 2000 top.  
 

 
 
This is a bearish view of over-confident options traders. 
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Hedge funds love themselves some gold right now. People think of hedge funds as smart 
money but they tend to chase price action and be very long at tops and short at bottoms. 
 
 

 
 
That’s just another way of saying they take the other side of the trade from the 
Commercial entities, which align opposite that. Commercial hedgers will, by design, be 
wrong with the trend but right at turning points.  
 

 
 
Public optimism dropped off nicely in gold and gold stocks. We noted the latter condition 
last week and that is why I took off my hedges. Just as I wanted to be against an over 
bullish public I don’t want to be with an over bearish public. 
 
I think the gold sector can continue to bounce here but the above is just another reason to 
consider either taking more profits, limiting losses or hedging.  
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NFTRH+; Charts & Notes 
 
AMGN is testing the breakout. That is a buying opportunity, technically speaking. The 
‘stop loss’ is clear with risk managed below 180 to suit risk tolerance. Watching. 
 

 
 
BBRY clowned me last week as I bought it, and thought I was smart when it went up big 
the next day. It then went down just as big the next 2 days. It’s below resistance. Holding. 
 

 
 
COF could be a good trade from support if yields continue up. It’s what’s in my wallet.  
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Could that weekly engulfing candle lead to a test of 20 and a buying opportunity? 
 

 
 
CSCO with a view of why broken trend lines are over hyped. It’s near its highs after 
tanking the uptrend channel in May. 
 

 
 
Still watching CVS, thinking it can drop to support. 
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The Commodity ETF continues on its unspectacular way. Holding. 
 

 
 
Fanuc popped and eased after holding support. Holding. 
 

 
 
This one was frustrating. I’d held the bullish pattern that was then broken for another test 
of support and now it’s looking bullish again. This is another, like COF, that could be on 
radar if interest rates continue to rise. 
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Still liking (and holding) Intel for the Cup & Handle. 
 

 
 
As noted in a public post, I’d felt Lithium had gone too far too quickly and was getting 
manic. So I sold LACDF. It then obediently did this. I’d like to buy back at 1 to 1.10.  
 

 
 
It is atypical of me to be holding a story stock for this long (with an interim trade that 
worked out well). But I like the story and I like the chart, so for now... 
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Still holding the Sugar ETN for its seasonal and sentiment aspects, not the chart.  
 

 
 
SLCA was an NFTRH+ highlight at the site on 9/14 https://nftrh.com/2017/09/14/nftrh-
slca-2/. It is working well so far. Holding this play on the Energy sector.  
 

 
 
 
We also took a look at the Baltic Dry Index and a couple of Shipping stocks last week: 
https://nftrh.com/2017/09/20/nftrh-baltic-dry-and-two-shippers/. If this continues to be of 
interest we’ll update them in this segment as well. I am holding EGLE & SSW. 
 
 
 
 
NFTRH+ updates are emailed directly to subscribers who opt in (send request to 
gt@biiwii.com). Alternatively, subscribers may wish to sign up for direct email or the 
RSS feed at nftrh.com to receive all posts, public and private, including NFTRH+. 
 
A reminder that chart based NFTRH+ updates are just trade setup ideas, which may not be revisited as the parameters 
are already noted. They are meant as a starting point for further research if interested. Fundamentals-based ideas are 
also provided for your further research only (I am not a fundamental stock analyst). I will not personally buy every 
item highlighted and will sometimes sell – without prior notice (because this takes time and resource away from 
NFTRH’s main functions) – any item that I do buy, below target, which is something I often do as a trader. 
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Portfolio Notes (Brokerage, Roth IRA & Trading) 
 
This segment has been abbreviated and simplified as of April, 2014.  Normal portfolios 
may return* when new market trends are established that can be managed longer-term.  
The Speculation Portfolio (Roth IRA) was +152% from the 9.28.08 baseline at the time 
tracking was suspended (4.6.14). 
 
* This creates extra work in the form of tables and formatting and with reports that average over 30 50 
pages, their value to the overall service is being evaluated.   
 
 
Long: AAU, AXU, BBRY, BTG, DBC, EGLE, FANUY, GNUS, GSV, HEWG, IBB, 
INTC, KGC, KL.TO, KLDX, MOZ.TO, MZOR, NGD, SBB.TO, SGG, SLCA, SSRM, 
SSW, SVM, UGAZ, UUP, WDO.TO, XLV & XPL  
 
Short: EURO (long EUO), Junk bonds (long SJB), Consumer Disc. (short XLY) Small 
Caps (long TZA). 
 
Cash & Equivalents (FDRXX, SHV & SHY):  
 
66% in Brokerage account, but a large position in UUP can be considered hyper-cash, as 
could EUO for a US based investor. Still, for a high risk environment this cash level is 
too low (per my personal situation). So I plan to continue the profit taking, rebalancing 
and cash raising disciplines indefinitely until the market view clears or resolves.  
 
69% in the Roth IRA, which also does not include ‘hyper cash’ holding in UUP. Still, 
this cash level is too low as well. 
 
Q4 is nearly upon us and I have had a very good 2nd half of August and September so far, 
after being pretty spotty for many weeks prior. As just another guy managing funds in the 
market I’ve tried to illustrate in the report above, I am compelled to shake off any self-
congratulatory feelings and manage risk now even more than usual, as THING 1. 
 
I am going to go by the charts and the macro fundamentals, which seem mostly intact if 
not downright positive. But the Fed is in play and while we note that Fed Funds 
tightening cycles run most of their way against bullish markets, the Fed is also planning 
to shrink its balance sheet and I for one am not at all sure what the near to intermediate-
term effects will be. So the discipline remains… take profits, re-seed into prospective 
ideas, take more profits, limit losses and for crying out loud, get those cash levels up!  
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